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ABSTRACT 

 
In the division of common crimes, crimes are divided into three categories: crimes against 

persons, property and ownership and division of welfare and public safety. In the following 

discussion as crimes against property or property that has been and it always disagreed 

whether can be crimes against property and belong to Guilt by one of the partners be 

considered as a crime or not? In the discussion there. That's about the same forms of 

communal crimes against property is located approximately that may be due to the fact that 

their property is a criminal who has engaged one of the owners, has always been debated. So 

that, following the precedent of religious foundations and religious views or divisions of 

opinion about criminal responsibility for crimes committed by each of the partners has the 

property condominium. One of the most important mutual crimes against property that is 

subject to property belonging to non-theft. One of the subjects in the material element of the 

crime is investigated is whether the description of diffusion in the material element of the 

crime of theft make up the breakdown, or not? Do not take the property by partner makes a 

dent in the incidence of theft or not? The criminalization of steal some bases can be 

partners’ joint ownership mobilization dominance and respect people's property. The 

research investigates jurisprudence and legal perspective to the conclusion that the 

realization of the subject property as theft is no doubt shared by partners. In addition, such 

an interpretation more consistent with the logic and principles governing the rights of 

criminal jurisprudence is compatible with the rules of public order. 
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INTRODUCTION  
One of the most important principles of law, the legal 

principle of crime and punishment. Despite the important 

principle of all sections of society to know what acts 

prohibited and liable for punishment there and security and 

corrective measures. Currently, the most common crimes in 

the human race today, violation of private property 

ownership and industrial and economic entities due to the 

world and people are looking for more profits, it is also 

incorrect and wrong through it. One of the main assault on 

property rights and private property, trespass share in 

common property, in terms of partners involved in every 

part of the common property, the difference between 

different views in the context of a crime or offense has lack 

of it, to the extent that some social life is not legal. In crimes 

against property jointly owned by the partner, just mass 

destruction precedent that put an end to previous 

differences, but there is this difference of opinion is a great 

meet. 

Jurisprudential principles common property crime 

offenses 

Crime can be described as a process whereby the legislator 

with regard to the basic norms and values of society and 

relying on theoretical foundations acceptable, act or banned 

and for that imposes criminal sanction
*
. Accordingly, 

criminalization is backward and infrastructure-based 

sciences such as jurisprudence, political philosophy, and 

social sciences. In other words, criminalization of political 

power is based on the theoretical principles accepted by the 

Government or
†
 and given the attitude of the dominant 

ideology of man and his nature and such concepts as 

freedom, justice, power and security, behavioral choices, 

and for that criminal sanction is required. Religious political 

systems that affect them in criminal law from religious 

teachings and divine revelation, criminalization in the field 

of fundamental religious values, as expressed, declared and 

criminal legislation on crimes and punishments will be 

legal. 

First Speech: Dominance Rule 

Dominance rule means someone else wield dominate and 

control the violence and overcome with the
‡
 and juridical 

terms as the owner's possession for any of his property 

seized
§
 of the "rule of the monarchy" or "dominance rule" 

has been likened
**

 in the recent period dominance Shiite 

jurists rule according to the prophetic tradition "that the 

people People dominate their money "
††

 naming and have 

                                                 
* Aghababaei, Hossein, a comparative study of the criminal policy of Iran, 
Egypt and the United Kingdom for the crime of subversion, thesis, School 

of martyr Motahari, 2004. 

† Najafi Abrandabadi , Ali Hossein, the topics in criminal science, 
criminology pleadings course (Master of Criminal Law), 

prepared Fatemeh Ghannad , The academic year 1994-1995. 

‡ Johari; Hemad Esmaeil , Saha Al- pghat ; Scribe: Ghiyas Ibn 
Amir Addin Molalaj 6, Digital Library of Parliament, following the word 

"domination" 

§ Mostafavi, Hasssan , Attahghigh in Ka; amat Al-Quran Alkarim , 14 
volumes, Lltrjmh Book and Publishing Center, Tehran - Iran, first, 

1402 AH, p. 136. 

** Najafi , MH., Javaher Al-Kalm Fi Sharha Sharaye Al-Islam, Edited 
by: Mohammad Ghuchani ; Imamiyeh Print 5 vol 22, p 478 2008. 

†† Ibn Abi Jomhur, electronic text: Archive HTML; electronic data vol. 1, 

p. 222. 

raised. Although the work of early scholars of Hadith and 

Shia dominance invoked the provisions of rule
‡‡

 in the work 

of Sunni jurists to the requirements of this rule is not 

expressly stated but it worked.
§§

 Dominance established rule 

of patrilineal elements jurisprudence According to the 

Hadith the Prophet's Shiite rule dominance 

“Their people money” 
***

 and proposed labeling. However, 

in the works of jurisprudence Early Shia tradition and the 

provisions of this rule has been invoked dominance in the 

works of Sunni jurisprudence to this rule, but not otherwise 

specified According to its requirement have 

done.
†††

 Dominance established rule of patrilineal 

elements and properties properties properties kit and kit to 

the importance of the issue of new law schools have adopted 

this rule. In Articles 30 and 31 of the civil code of Iran is 

mentioned.
‡‡‡

 Some jurists’ proof of this rule proofs four 

(Book and the Sunnah, reason and consensus) and that 

Quran verse 29 of Surah Nisa, Ayat 188 of Surah 2 II can be 

invoked.
§§§

 Of the traditions of jurisprudence The Prophetic 

Hadith mentioned in mainly to invoke this tradition, 

although the document is weak and is not in the books of the 

four
****

 but action jurisprudence Shiite and Sunni document 

compensates for the weakness of its provisions.
††††

 In 

addition, there are other authentic traditions that express the 

same theme.
‡‡‡‡

 Wise also confirms this rule and may even 

be innate rules of he said.
§§§§

 About the quality of the 

consensus statement said since the various 

debates jurisprudence of this rule may be invoked as a 

matter of fact it happens all the jurists
*****

. Examples of the 

cited jurisprudence According to the provisions of Rule 

Dominance as follows: permit the seizure of their property, 

such as digging wells, although neighboring and other 

affected neighboring wells in the vicinity of  
†††††

licenses for 

conventional running water and lighting fires in the 

                                                 
‡‡Sheikh Tussi - Abu Jafar - Almabsut fi Fegh Al- Imamiyeh, C3 Al-

 Maktab almortazavi 1972., 1972   Sun, 
272 and   Ibn Edris Helli, Ibn Edris Mohammad aljali Helli, Abi 

Mansur Mohammad, Alsrayr, Inc. Azslslhalynaby Alfqhyh vol. 2, p. 382. 

§§ Zhyly, Wehbe, al-Fiqh al-Islam and Adlth: Shamel Lladlh Alshryh and 
Alara’ Almzhbyh and importance Alnzryat Alfqhyh and research Alahadys 

Alnbvyh and Tkhryjha ...: Alqvd (Altsrfat al-Madeeni , C, 6, p. 468. 

*** Sheikh Tussi - Abu Jafar - Almabsut fi Fegh Al- Imamiyeh, C 3 Al-
 Maktab almortazavi 1972., 1972   Sun, 272 

and Ibn Edris Helli, Ibn Edris Mohammad aljali Helli, Abi 

Mansur Mohammad, Asaraer , Quoted from series of jurisprudences vol. 2, 
p. 382. 

††† Zahila, Wahba; Islamic jurisprudence and the evidence: the overall 

legitimacy of the evidence and views and the most important doctrinal and 
jurisprudential theories achieve hadith and externalized ...: Contracts 

(actions debtor; (c), 6, p. 468 

‡‡‡ Ibid; p. 108 
§§§ Makarem Shirazi, Naser; rules of jurisprudence; beta; Beja, Vol. 2, p. 

1920. 

**** Ibn Abi Jomhur, electronic text: Archive HTML; electronic data vol. 
1, p. 222. 

†††† Makarem Shirazi, earlier; Page 21 

‡‡‡‡ Hosseini Sistani, Syed Ali; explain the most trustworthy 
handhold; my ta; P Ja free workers, Mohammad 

Ibn Hassan, Means Shiites, Dar modesty Arab heritage, Beirut, beta; vol. 

19, p 296 
§§§§ Montazeri, Hossein Ali; book border; spreads Dar-Al- Fekr C, 1 

Qom, p. 495 

***** Makarem Shirazi; former; Page 23 
††††† Tabatabaei, Seyed Mohammad Hassan - Tafsir al-

 Mizan (Arabic), Dar Islamic books Tehran, second edition 2015 AH. Vol. 

2, p. 320. 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=fa&tl=en&u=http://www.ketab.ir/bookview.aspx%3Fbookid%3D1249361
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=fa&tl=en&u=http://www.ketab.ir/bookview.aspx%3Fbookid%3D1249361
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=fa&tl=en&u=http://www.ketab.ir/bookview.aspx%3Fbookid%3D1249361
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property
‡‡‡‡‡

 of the correctness and the need to 

sale pricing was not permitted 

properties and hoarding.
§§§§§

 some jurists believe that the 

rule of law Dominance properties also include an addition to 

the famous prophetic tradition since although it has only 

dominate the properties, but a fortiori as well, and building 

rights wise people on their rights is also indicative of 

dominance.
******

 Also mentioned evidence in possession of 

other people's affairs (mastery of souls) is also fixed.
††††††

 , 

according to the jurisprudence states The rule dominance 

include prohibitions or possessions that require doing is 

creating such extravagance and wastefulness, corruption and 

bribe taking usury not be bought and sold wine and 

books. On the other hand the necessity and Zakat evidence, 

including the rule to all cases of knocks.
‡‡‡‡‡‡

  

Second Speech: respect and ownership properties 

Referring to verses and traditions it turns out that in 

Islam properties and legitimate assets never been dirty and 

unworthy. But properties are regarded as a divine trust and 

wealth in the hands of man as God's caliph ground. The 

Quran states: " He created what on earth all »» also: 

“believe in Allah and His Messenger, and spend of that 

which it”
§§§§§§

 and even in the two verses (Al-Baqara, 180; 

Adiat, 7) asset's value is not the most interesting and high 

quality. 

So Islam condemns targeting of the properties described, not 

by putting wealth. The Prophet (pbuh) said: “Yes, the good 

properties of the good man ». Rumi versed in the 

same theme: 

However, the properties to be religion 

blessings properties Saleh read Messenger 

Water is back on the ship perished on the hull of the ship. 

That is why in Islam wealth produced by agriculture, animal 

husbandry, industry, trade and commerce properties and 

taking legitimate properties many recommendations were on 

their way and others, and to enact strict laws 

deals properties situation in punishment for 

theft properties Others and seized it, and the state of rule of 

respect properties And Muslim practice, actual position 

value properties He said the Islamic vision. Even in the 

hadith of the Prophet demand properties Top vehicle 

worship, and killed in defense of properties, in giving 

testimonies emerged. Because the Prophet said: “Seventy 

best part of worship request Muslim”
*******

 and also" Kill 

without its properties is a martyr ". Imam Sadiq (AS) also 

work for a living is considered as the equivalent of jihad in 

Allah's way. “And the dependents in Allah's 

                                                 
‡‡‡‡‡ Najafi, Mohammad Hassan, Former; C 37, p. 59. 

heikh Ansari, Murtaza, book gains; translated 
by Asghar Mohammadi Hamdani; publication Jangal, Javdaneh C, 1; 

second edition, 2009, p. 335. 

§§§§§ Hosseini workers, Seyed Mohammad Javad; Dignity key; translated 
by Abdul Hussain spark, November 1255 BC. Vol. 4, p. 109. 

****** Mohaghegh Damad, Previous, Volume 2 Page 105 106. 

†††††† H akim, Seyed Mohsen, legal thoughts; Translated 
by Seyed MR Mousavian; Qom; 2 010 vol. 10, p. 17. 

‡‡‡‡‡‡ Makarem Shirazi; Naser; former; Vol. 2, p. 34 35. 

§§§§§§ Surah Al-Hadid, verse 7. 
******* Mohammed bin 

Hassan; Vasael Ashia Shi'ite neighborhoods in Arab 

heritage, Hor   Ameli    2003, vol. 12, p. 11. 

way "
†††††††

 Thus, in Islamic culture. Properties one of life’s 

necessities and Khams materials and all orders 

come jurisprudence to maintain the religious life needs in 

order of importance are concerned. These needs include: 

religion and belief, the soul and the soul and the intellect, 

width and honor and properties and Finance. 

In the words of the Holy Prophet said: "H. Muslim tumor 

properties sanctity of blood”
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡

 this analogy according to 

the efforts to save lives and tail respected Islamic law, the 

necessity to respect the sanctity properties others, and 

immunity from any occupation without the permission of its 

owner in Islam. Imam Sadiq (AS) said: “The blood of a 

Muslim man and his properties not only gives it 

willingly
§§§§§§§

. The general interpretation of the Holy 

Qur'an “no properties vanities” 
********

and also (verses 161 

women and 34 repentance) Muslims unjustly seized 

in properties others strictly keep. 

Jurisprudence According to these verses and sayings of 

Islam and Muslims juristic principle common behavior need 

to respect labor and capital Muslims, and the prohibition of 

any modifications without permission properties if you have 

inferred harassment and abuse and rape properties the other 

is ensuring compensation to the owner properties necessary 

to consider. 

That is why publishing the works of cultural initiatives that 

the author and the author's material and spiritual wealth is 

prohibited without his consent know, and unless it is proven 

that the author of the work and the effect is going freewill 

and free of charge considered necessary to guarantee 

compensation and remuneration. Because this kind of 

addition to the side properties the creator of the social 

prestige and reputation depends on it, and criminal liability 

of any person realize his own spiritual and worldly is 

written and spoken word or idea to another without the 

permission of the previous transport is not permitted. In the 

Hadith the prophet “Abscess warranty " From this hadith 

rule jurisprudence " of his sheep actual pays " or " Pays for 

sheep " This means that everyone must take their booty to 

pay damages, or damages between tolerance and 

dependence should be established taking concomitant 

benefits have deduced .
††††††††

  

 

Third Speech: ownership paced partners in the 

component properties condominium 

The promotion of civil promotion here. It means the same 

thing in article 571 BC. D. Come: 

"The company is the community of multiple 

Kane properties of an object to be promotion». 

Kane rights to multiple properties of their kit is the 

right properties; This means that several people at the same 

time that an object's properties, so that 

component properties condominium, multiple 

Kane properties is taken into account and no 

property, properties kit are independent 

                                                 
††††††† Kaleini, M ohammad Ibn Jacob; assets and branches of sufficient 

scientific Islamist, Tehran, vol. 5, p. 288. 
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ Hor Ameli , Mohammad Ibn Hassan; Vasaei Ashia , Vol. 

12, published by Dar Al- Fekr ; Qom, p. 91. 

§§§§§§§ Ibid. Vol. 3, p. 424. 
******** Baqarah, verse 188 of surah Nisa and verse 29. 

†††††††† Mostafavi, MK; jurisprudential-rule, al-Islami Institute 

Publishing House, 1412 AH, p. 289. 
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and properties. Therefore, words 

(syntax promotion) state properties subject kit properties obj

ect is null not clear; Such that each element of the same 

object at the same time in each of their kit is the 

right properties. 

Otherwise, if each of the two, properties a certain part of an 

object, so that each of them properties It has to be specific 

piece of kit, then of community rights properties Kane, is 

not part of the scope of Article 571 AH. So when the 

outside community properties Multiple kits of an object is 

conceivable that, subject properties Kate is determined, 

otherwise belong to properties Kate also, not an object; But 

numerous things. The emergence of promotion it is also 

ineffective and whether it has the authority, compulsory, 

contract, and action of partners. What is important, how 

many people to properties real same way promotion the 

right properties the kit; So that all of them without the 

consent of the possibility of separation and partition it 

properties.
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡

  

According to Article 581, none of cannot, without the 

consent of other partners, subscribers 

spend on their properties. The capture of each of the 

seizure of his condominium condominium in the share of 

other partners. It should be noted that the promotion does 

not mean that each of the partners, properties components 

who cannot clear up after partition, the components of each 

property is determined. 

Rather, it means that each of the partners, each 

component properties condominium properties kit, but the 

kit properties other partners, in which components are 

fixed. After acquiring it, in ways that are prohibited by law, 

can be debated, Bob is a crime. Our assumption is that if the 

capture unit of partners, properties condominium, without 

letting other partners, illegitimate and illegal knows, every 

possession, whether it is necessary to steal 

abduction
§§§§§§§§

 and either eliminates fraud by means of 

fraudulent that it is necessary and whether it is necessary for 

demolition waste; as appropriate and will 

be eligible against properties. Component properties Kane c

ondominium to condominium ownedproperties and thereby 

can be supposed two assumptions: 

First, the capture of each of the 

partners’ properties condominium as captured 

in properties is himself. Secondly, that this appropriation in 

order to seize the properties is another. In the latter case, any 

capture that is in it, are illegal and subject to criminal suit. 

Whether it will take action if properties condominium be 

destroyed by partners, mass destruction and theft if stolen 

and cannot be distinguished, and some of the measures 

considered as a crime, and some will only lead to civil 

liability. Because in all these cases, or other been achieved 

or not unrealistic was not in all crimes against properties A 

sentence and cannot be distinguished.
*********

  

The Iranian Civil Code properties condominium Belongs to 

all partners and each of their component 

parts properties condominium have contributed. As a result, 

                                                 
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ Jafari Langerudi; Mohammad Jafar ; Terminology 

rights, publishing Ganj Danesh; Tehran; 2007, p. 216 
§§§§§§§§ Ibid; p. 219 

********* Emami - Seyed Hassan - civil rights, vol. 4, booksellers Islam, 

Tehran, Sixth Edition 1991, p. 11, 

the capture of each of them properties condominium is 

illegal without the permission of the other partners 581 

female. Of civil law what is the meaning does civil 

remedies, based on the illegality of the partners involved in 

the properties condominium there is an alternative criminal 

sanction or not it seems that no conflicts between the two, is 

unthinkable. Legal logic requires, criminal sanction in 

coordinating the implementation of civil and criminal 

provisions goals are physical problems do not conflict with 

security properties People in the community and no 

evidence excluded properties property condominium there is 

no such legal protection. What is certain is that the 

interpretation of criminal provisions to preserve the rights of 

the accused, especially the presumption of innocence, the 

spirit of the law is to protect the victim, shall be considered 

action.
†††††††††

  

As the interpretation of the law shall not be such as to 

members properties to include non-legislator, should not 

cause harmful justification is accused; but should be part of 

a crime, leading to anti-social behavior is abnormal. So if 

unlawful interference partners 

properties condominium might be stealing, no barriers in 

order to steal credit for physical element it does not seem to 

recognize it operates.
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡

 capture 

in properties condominium Not only in terms of both 

criminal and civil is not permissible in terms of the 

guarantee is not applicable if the seizure was to trumpet 

could be subject to a theft. It seems to make the difference 

on properties condominium in crimes against properties has 

no legal justification and justice demands that a policy and 

procedure in all 

against properties run. Or properties condominium except 

that it is hardly of any unauthorized acquisition of suitable 

and qualified as a criminal act is committed, 

or properties condominium it is to commit to any occupied 

qualified as criminal.
§§§§§§§§§

  

Such as the stealing of properties to determine the result 

hyperplasia. Condominium Partner, to its credit department 

of properties belonging not to him, is allowed. However, if 

the perpetrator doubts ownership they cannot be proved to 

exist or ill will lack credibility among the general elements 

of the crime of robbery of interference characteristic of 

the condominium properties. What is important is that the 

act committed with the knowledge and determination is 

carried out with malicious intent. This is a proven 

authentication, checking quality of criminal behavior and 

circumstances of each case and the nature of the act 

committed by the court will have no effect. As the 

evaluation of the quality of the ore properties and deprive 

the partner of the efficiency of properties condominium may 

be intent on stealing the properties necessary 

condominium. Due to ban on acquisition 

properties condominium other partners, seem obvious that if 

a partner's behavior in occupied properties condominium for 

the abduction, may be subject to a theft. After the realization 

of crime in general in crimes against properties than 

                                                 
††††††††† Ibid; Page 13. 
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ Naser katuzian, the introduction of law, joint-stock company 

Publishing, 2003, p. 80 

§§§§§§§§§ Mir Mohammad Sadeghi Hossein, a former; p. 102. 
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the properties condominium is possible and there is no 

reason that we adopt in the crimes. 

Provisions properties condominium in 

crime Hadd steals   

Allah in Surah Al-Ma'idah verse 38, says: “Cut off rustlers 

thief hands penalty earn from God ". Ayah no definition of 

theft, robbery, punishable by a sentence stated. Theft and 

limit the conditions for its implementation, in our 

narrative. Including the circumstances in which traditions 

with regard to the implementation of the proposed, is 

that stolen properties including the properties to be shared 

between the burglar and the other, otherwise the rule (Dar) 

is annulled. Imam at the right time has come: the content of 

this statement is that, Ali was the one who stole the spoils of 

war, he said, do not cut off her hand, because of what has 

been stolen has been partner. . 

Imam Khomeini says in this regard: "the theft and is the 

current limit, provided that there is no confusion, doubt 

whether legal or topic. So if partner properties subscribe to 

the permissibility of thought into it without the permission 

of the partner should not interrupt him. Although what has 

been stolen and to reach quorum. Also, if the science to 

respect and to split up properties divides it, but going to be 

cut later this year will not be permitted. However, if Balm to 

respect and to divide the theft and it should be cut off his 

hands. Also if properties another illusion ownership should 

not cut on his hand, because why not steal and if 

the properties Common share value of the current must be 

cut, but if it is hijacked, the taxable amount is stolen, the 

current is cut off. "
**********

 . Sheikh Mofid uncertainty 

because he knows who committed the robbery spoils doubt 

it has been through in its own right.
††††††††††

 

Some jurisprudence The judge Ibn including
‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡

 and 

Ibn Idris
§§§§§§§§§§

 of Sheikh Tusi We 

eventually
***********

have suggested that if one 

of properties The share of the booty to the current must be 

cut off, but because it had taken without permission and it is 

divided which has indicated that it realized in any case of 

theft. Late Ayatollah Khoei it is also to be 

accepted.
†††††††††††

 of the sayings of jurisprudence We 

conclude that quoted the words jurisprudence The 

association is often based on the same and despite minor 

differences arising from the differences in narrative texts, 

the opinion prevails that the 

abduction properties condominium If the partner is more 

than his share and the installer theft, punishable stealing 

punishment (Hadd) and if less than a quorum of theft, the 

punishment which finally suggest that the 

abduction properties condominium The following is theft 

and punishment as it does not affect the nature of matter, 

hence the stories and comments jurisprudence Of the 

theoretical claims kidnapping properties condominium to 

qualify as theft-proof and eventually 

belong properties Apart prove that in this case it should not 

be a difference between theft and vandalism. 

Conclusion 

                                                 
********** Ibid, vol. 2, p. 483 

†††††††††† Sheikh Mofid ; Earlier, vol.23, p. 44 

‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡‡ Ghaazi Ibn Boraj; former; C 23; Page 161 
§§§§§§§§§§ Ibn Edris; former; C 23, p 255 

*********** Sheikh Tusi; Abujafar Book El We eventually; C 23, p. 98 

††††††††††† Khuuei; Abolghasem , Vol. 1, p. 284 

Intervention and aggression against any of 

the partners in properties condominium ownership cannot be 

determined through any of 

the properties discussed in jurisprudence debated And 

lawyers have been the way that some person has protested 

the move as a criminal offense and punishable action against 

those believed to evil, and they discuss the operation 

without the person who commits have been a criminal 

specific sanction. The first argument is that any action 

against properties that people with hostile intent will be 

considered a crime; however, if material 

seized properties condominium, without the permission 

of the other partners of civil rights is prohibited, whether it 

be seized in order to carry out a legal action relation to any 

act or not. Failure to capture license partner 

in properties condominium without the permission of the 

other partners, opinion jurisprudence of Shiite and our rights 

in addition to the aforementioned opinion, the appearance of 

some of the Civil Code, including Article 579 and 475 can 

capture the impermissibility partner material without the 

permission of the other partners said. Such a person has not 

been convicted and punished treated, questioned the sanctity 

of ownership other partners and will allow anyone to do 

such an act is against the reasoning of the first, others 

believe that such a person be punished ever was not because 

he actually manipulate 

its properties and these properties cannot be separated from 

the share of other partners and said that he has been 

involved in his share, the other side of the doubt, which is 

one of the principles  rule accepted in jurisprudence Is the 

main, will lead us to the path where such a situation should 

be interpreted in favor of the accused and acquitted him 

issued by the presumption of innocence. Dissension action 

in dealing with the case law in domestic courts to intervene 

and attack our country, unfortunately, unit 

of partners in properties there condominium unity and 

theoretical perspective that is useful for the same case 

cannot be found. Incoherence of such events can be found in 

the comments of the judges and even the judiciary education 

advisory opinions expressed view that in some cases 

intervention one of the partners in properties due to partake 

in every part of his condominium properties have not 

discussed the crime while the other theories about these 

titles were given to understand how the argument a bit 

difficult to the crime. As a result, according to the traditions 

of theft of trophies note that the subscription feature to the 

rule jurisprudence  maintain ownership of their dignity, their 

share has taken less than or equal  properties because of the 

ownership right over the properties he used to rule stealing 

punishment (Hadd) but now is not if the partner more than 

share properties his condominium if the 

conditions Hadd steal, according to the noble verse should 

be compared to him stealing punishment (Hadd) is ongoing. 
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